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Hadroni transport approah to neutrino nuleus
sattering: the Giessen BUU model and its validation
∗
T. Leitner, O. Buss, U. Mosel
Institut für Theoretishe Physik, Universität Giessen, Germany
We present the GiBUUmodel for neutrino nuleus sattering (νGiBUU):
assuming impulse approximation, this reation is treated as a two step pro-
ess. In the initial state step, the neutrinos interat with bound nuleons.
In the nal state step, the outgoing partiles of the initial reation are
propagated through the nuleus and undergo nal state interations. In
this ontribution, we fous on the validation of the initial and nal state
interation treatment in GiBUU using experimental data for pion-nuleus,
photon-nuleus and eletron-nuleus sattering.
PACS numbers: 13.15.+g, 25.30.Pt
1. Introdution
Present day long baseline experiments as MiniBooNE and K2K aim at
a preise measurement of neutrino osillations. The target material of most
modern detetors onsists of heavy nulei suh as arbon, oxygen and iron.
To interpret their data, the experiments have to rely on Monte Carlo event
generator preditions for the nal state interations (FSI) in the target nu-
leus. For an extration of eletroweak parameters from suh experiments
it is, therefore, important to know the expeted auray of these Monte
Carlo analyses. While most event generators are similar in their treatment
of the initial neutrino nuleon interation, they dier signiantly in their
treatment of FSI (more details on the dierent models an be found in these
proeedings). In addition, in most event generators, initial state and nal
state interations are onsidered independently.
The Giessen Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbek (GiBUU) framework models
the full spae-time evolution of the phase spae densities of all relevant
∗
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partile speies during a nulear reation within a onsistent treatment of
the initial vertex and the nal state proesses; and we emphasize that these
should not be treated separately. This spae-time evolution is determined by
the so-alled BUU equations, whih desribe the propagation of the partiles
in their potentials and also the ollisions between them - resonanes are
treated expliitly. A major strength of the GiBUU model is that it has been
applied to many dierent reations from heavy ion ollisions to pion and
eletron indued proesses [1, 2, 3, 4℄ (see Ref. [5℄ for more appliations). The
omparison with data for the reations mentioned allows to make estimates
for the expeted auray in neutrino-indued reations. Unlike most Monte
Carlo event generators, we do not tune any spei input (like for example
pion absorption ross setions) to desribe a spei reation hannel (like for
example neutrino indued pion prodution). To the ontrary, we inlude as
muh physis as possible and are thus in a position to explain simultaneously
a wide range of very dierent reations. In our understanding, these are the
main points where we dier from event generators like NUANCE, NEUT
and others.
In this ontribution, we rst introdue the GiBUU model foussing on is-
sues relevant for neutrino nuleus sattering. Then, we give examples for the
appliability of our model and present results for pion-, photon- and eletron-
indued reations whih are onfronted with experimental data. After this
model validation, we give preditions for neutrino-indued pion prodution
and nuleon knok-out.
2. Neutrino nuleus sattering in the GiBUU model
In the GiBUU model, neutrino nuleus sattering is treated as a two
step proess. In the initial state step, the neutrinos interat with nuleons
embedded in the nulear medium as explained in detail in Ref. [4℄. The
reation produts are, in the nal state step, transported out of the nuleus
using a hadroni transport approah [5℄. We will give a brief introdution
to both steps in the following.
We treat the nuleus as a loal Fermi gas of nuleons bound in a mean-
eld potential and obtain for the total neutrino-indued ross setion on
nulei
dσ(νℓA→ ℓ
′X ′) =
∫
d3r
∫ pF (r) d3p
(2π)3
k · p
k0p0
dσmed
tot
(νℓN → ℓ
′X)MX′ . (1)
In the latter equation, k is the four-vetor of the the neutrino, p the one
of the bound nuleon, and p
n,p
F (r) = (3π
2ρn,p(r))1/3 denotes the loal Fermi
momentum depending on the nulear density. MX′ is the multipliity of the
nal state X ′ given an initial state X. This mapping X → X ′ is determined
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by the GiBUU transport simulation desribed below. The term dσmed
tot
stands
for the total ross setion on nuleons inluding nulear medium orretions.
In the region of intermediate lepton beam energies (E
beam
∼ 0.5−2GeV),
the total lepton nuleon ross setion dσ
tot
ontains ontributions from
quasielasti sattering (QE: ℓN → ℓ′N ′), resonane exitation (R: ℓN →
ℓ′R) and diret, i.e., non-resonant, single-pion prodution (BG: ℓN → ℓ′πN ′)
treated in our desription as bakground. The single-pion region is strongly
dominated by the exitation of the ∆ resonane P33(1232), however, we in-
lude in addition 12 N∗ and ∆ resonanes with invariant masses less than 2
GeV. The vetor parts of the single ontributions are obtained from reent
analyses of eletron sattering ross setions. The axial ouplings are ob-
tained from PCAC (partial onservation of the axial urrent), and, wherever
possible, we use neutrino nuleon sattering data as input. The neutrino nu-
leon ross setions are modied in the nulear medium, i.e., dσ
tot
→ dσmed
tot
.
Bound nuleons are treated within a loal Thomas-Fermi approximation
whih naturally inludes Pauli bloking. The nuleons are bound in a mean-
eld potential depending on density and momentum whih we aount for
by evaluating the above ross setions with full in-medium kinematis. We
further onsider the ollisional broadening of the nal state partiles within
the low-density approximation Γ
oll
= ρσv obtained in a onsistent way from
the GiBUU ross setions (see below). Details of our model for the elemen-
tary vertex and the orresponding medium-modiations an be found in
Ref. [4℄.
One produed inside the nuleus, the partiles propagate through the
nuleus undergoing nal state interations (FSI) whih are simulated with
the oupled-hannel semi-lassial GiBUU transport model [5℄
1
. Originally
developed to desribe heavy-ion ollisions, it has been extended to desribe
the reations of pions, photons, eletrons, and neutrinos with nulei [2, 3, 4℄.
This model is based on the BUU equation whih desribes the spae-time
evolution of a many-partile system in a mean-eld potential. For partiles
of speies i, it is given by
(∂t +∇pH ·∇r −∇rH ·∇p) fi(r, p, t) = Ioll[fi, fN , fπ, f∆, ...], (2)
where the phase spae density fi(r, p, t) depends on time t, oordinates r
and the four-momentum p. H is the relativisti Hamiltonian of a partile
of mass M in a salar potential U given by H =
√
[M + U(r, p)]2 + p 2.
The salar potential U usually depends both on four-momentum and on
the nulear density. The ollision term I
oll
aounts for hanges (gain and
loss) in the phase spae density due to elasti and inelasti ollisions be-
tween the partiles, and also due to partile deays into other hadrons. The
1
The GiBUU ode is available for download on our website [5℄.
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BUU equations for all partile speies are thus oupled through the ollision
term and also through the potentials in H. A oupled-hannel treatment is
required to take into aount side-feeding into dierent hannels. Baryon-
meson two-body interations (e.g., πN → πN) are dominated by resonane
ontributions and a small non-resonant bakground term; baryon-baryon
ross setions (e.g., NN → NN , RN → NN , RN → R′N , NN → πNN)
are either tted to data or alulated, e.g., in pion exhange models. The
three-body hannels πNN → NN and ∆NN → NNN are also inluded.
This omplex set of oupled dierential-integral equations is then solved
numerially with the GiBUU ode.
All partiles (also resonanes) are propagated in mean-eld potentials
aording to the BUU equations. Those states aquire medium-modied
spetral funtions (nuleons and resonanes) and are propagated o-shell.
The medium-modiation of the spetral funtion is based both on olli-
sional broadening and on the mean-eld potentials, both depending on the
partile kinematis as well as on the nulear density. With our o-shell
transport we ensure that after leaving the nuleus, vauum spetral fun-
tions are reovered. Finally, the nal state multipliity MX′ is determined
by ounting all asymptoti partiles X ′.
We summarize that FSI lead to absorption, harge exhange and redis-
tribution of energy and momentum, as well as to the prodution of new
partiles. Full details of the GiBUU model are given in Ref. [5℄ and refer-
enes therein.
3. Model validation: pion and eletron sattering
Before applying the above introdued transport model to neutrino-nuleus
reations, we rst evaluate its quality by omparing its preditions for var-
ious experimentally aessible reations to data. We restrit ourselves to
eletron- and photon-indued reations on nulei whih are in the initial
state similar to neutrino nuleus reations, and to pion-indued reations
whih test our desription of the πN∆ dynamis in nulei diretly.
Let us rst fous on pion absorption on nulei, whih diretly tests the
pion FSI (for details f. [3℄). In Fig. 1 we show alulations for two dierent
nulei as a funtion of the pion energy for both, π±. Comparing the urves
obtained without any potential (dotted) to those with the Coulomb potential
inluded (dashed), we see that the Coulomb potential is non-negligible in
partiular for heavier nulei. We see a redution of the ross setion for the
π+ and a large inrease of the ross setion for the π− meson. This agrees
with the ndings of Nieves et al. [8℄, who pointed out the relevane of the
Coulomb potential in their quantum mehanial alulation of absorption
and reation ross setions. When one, in addition, inludes the hadroni
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Fig. 1. Pion absorption on nulei depending on the hoie of potentials for the pion.
The data points are taken from Ref. [7℄.
potential for the pion (solid lines), it adds up with the Coulomb potential to
a strongly repulsive potential in the ase of a π+, while, for the negative pion,
at very low energies the two potentials an even ompensate eah other (in
partiular for light nulei). Overall, we onlude, that the proper inlusion
of the potentials is required to obtain good agreement with the data.
The BUU results for photon indued π0 prodution, whih diretly test
the vetor-interation part of ν-indued π0 prodution, are shown in Fig. 2
for Ca, Nb and Pb nulei for various photon energies as a funtion of the
pion momentum. Good agreement with the TAPS data [9℄ is found, in
partiular the shape is reprodued (for further omparisons see Ref. [9℄).
Also the results without FSI (dashed lines) and the deuterium data (open
irles) show very similar shapes. Comparing the dashed with the solid lines
(results without FSI vs. full alulation), one nds a onsiderably hange of
the spetra. This shape hange is aused by the energy dependene of the
pion absorption and resattering ross setions. Pions are mainly absorbed
via the ∆ resonane, i.e., through πN → ∆ followed by ∆N → NN . This
explains the redution in the region around pπ = 0.3−0.5GeV. In addition,
pion elasti sattering πN → πN reshues the pions to lower momenta.
A promising test of the FSI strength is the transpareny ratio in A(e, e′p)
reations. It is dened as the ratio of protons leaving the nuleus with
FSI to those without FSI. While the former quantity an be measured, the
latter is purely theoretial and speial assumptions have been made in the
experimental analyses [10, 11, 12℄. Fig. 3 shows the GiBUU result for the
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Fig. 2. Momentum dierential ross setion for photon indued π0 prodution for
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lei and energies. For Ca also the results without FSI are shown (dashed
urves) and 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Fig. 3. Transpareny ratio for C, Fe and Pb ompared to data (open symbols)
from JLab and SLAC [10, 11, 12℄. The full symbols onneted by the lines give the
predition of GiBUU. (from Ref. [6℄)
transpareny ratio for dierent nulei as a funtion of the four-momentum
transfer Q2. The agreement to data is perfet over the wide range of Q2.
For details we refer to Ref. [13℄.
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Fig. 4. Left panel: (a) NC indued π0 prodution on 12C as a funtion of the pion
kineti energy averaged over the MiniBooNE ux. (b) same on
16
O averaged over
the K2K ux. Right panel: same for proton knokout.
4. Appliation to neutrino sattering
To visualize the impat of FSI for neutrino indued reations, we show
in Fig. 4 the GiBUU results for NC π0 prodution (left panels) and proton
knokout (right panels) as a funtion of the orresponding kineti energy
averaged over the MiniBooNE (top; peaks at 0.7 GeV neutrino energy) and
the K2K energy ux (bottom; peak at 1.2 GeV), respetively. The dashed
line does neither inlude FSI nor in-medium spetral funtions; both are
inluded in all the other lines. The dotted lines stand for a more inlusive
result where the nal state may ontain more than a single-π0 / single-
proton. This ondition is applied in the solid lines where X may not ontain
any other pions or knoked out nuleons. Finally, the dash-dotted lines
indiate the ontribution of the initial ∆ exitation to the solid line.
As for the ase of photoprodution disussed before we nd a major
impat of the FSI on the pion spetra (omparing dashed with the solid line
in left panels). The vast majority of the pions ome from initial ∆ exitation
(dash-dotted line). Both, the MiniBooNE and the K2K ollaboration, have
reently measured NC single-π0 momentum spetra [14, 15℄, however, their
data are only available as ount rates and not yet as ross setions. A diret
and meaningful omparison to these measurements will be possible when
aeptane orreted ross setions are provided. Also for proton-knokout,
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FSI are not negligible as already seen before in the transpareny ratios. The
resattering leads in partiular to a large number of knoked out protons
at lower Tp (inrease in dotted lines), or, if one looks at it more exlusively
(single-proton knokout), a redution of ux (dashed vs. solid lines).
5. Conlusions
In this ontribution, we have introdued the GiBUU model for neutrino-
nuleus sattering with a fous on the FSI treatment. To validate our model,
we have presented results for photon-, eletron- and pion-indued reations
whih exhibit similar features as neutrino-indued proesses. We have em-
phasized that in partiular the pion kineti energy distributions are very
sensitive to a realisti desription of the πN∆ dynamis.
We onlude from the suessful omparison of the GiBUU alulations
for pion, photon and eletron indued reations to experimental data, that
the treatment of initial and nal state interations is under good ontrol and
leads to reliable preditions. In this sense, the above omparisons serve as
a diret benhmark for our neutrino alulations.
We thank L. Alvarez-Ruso for numerous valuable disussions and all
members of the GiBUU team for ooperation. This work has been supported
by the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft.
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